Quantum computer requires quantum arithmetic. The sophisticated design of a reversible arithmetic logic unit (reversible ALU) for quantum arithmetic has been investigated in this letter. We provide explicit construction of reversible ALU effecting basic arithmetic operations. By provided the corresponding control unit, the proposed reversible ALU can combine the classical arithmetic and logic operation in a reversible integrated system. This letter provides actual evidence to prove the possibility of the realization of reversible Programmable Logic Device (RPLD) using reversible ALU.
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Introduction:
Although more than half a century has already passed, the well-known von-Neumann model [1] still maintains strong vitality, the implementation technologies of it, such as vacuum tubes, transistors, etc. has already changed rapidly. Reversible logic, which means the input vector states can be always reconstructed from the output vector states uniquely, is one of the emerging important implementation technologies, when the end of Moore's law approaching, the researches on reversible logic provide low power CMOS with necessary theory foundation and design method.
A quantum computer is built from a quantum circuit containing wires and elementary quantum gates to carry around and manipulate the quantum information. Reversible logic is a core part of the quantum circuit model [4] . Consequently, if we want to construct quantum arithmetic, it must build its reversible logical components, such as reversible full adder, reversible multiplier and so on. Among these reversible circuits, the controlled addition to a reversible circuit is an essential and necessary transition to form a more complex controlled system in a quantum arithmetic network. This letter will make use of the addition circuit introduced by Kai-Wen Cheng et al [2] to construct reversible arithmetic logic unit (ALU) for quantum arithmetic.
Actually, the design in this letter is not the first reversible version ALU. Michael Kirkedal Thomsen et al [4] also gave an ALU design by generalizing the V-shape design which can achieve five basic arithmetic-logical operations on two n-bit operands, but the structure is so simple that some functions can not even get the right results, for example, we can not calculate the ADD operation only using the bitwise exclusive-or of the two n-bit arguments | A > and| B > without considering the carry bit or only by setting the carry bit to the TRUE. The goal of this letter is to build a multi-functional circuit reasonably that conditionally performs one of several possible arithmetic-logical operations on two operands | A > and | B > depending on control input data instructions. The following section is based on the assumption that the readers are familiar with the basics of reversible logic [6] .
Reversible ALU: This section presents the sophisticated design of a reversible n-bit ALU based on a controlled quantum full adder proposed by Kai-Wen Cheng et al [2] with a sequential arrangement of operations. The proposed reversible ALU intends to implement the following basic set of operations, we assume the two n-bit arguments as . Later we will see that the final reversible ALU allows more than these eight operations. Although the operations 7 and 8 are clearly irreversible, in the proposed reversible ALU, the irreversibility of these two operations can be eliminated by setting control input data instructions.
ADD operation:
Let | i a > be the ith qubit of augend number| A > , | i b > be the ith qubit of addend number | B > , | i C > be the ith qubit of carry, and | i S > be the ith qubit of sum, some equations can be obtained as followed [3] :
Detailed descriptions of the quantum adders can be found in [2] , it is summarized here as Fig.1 for the sake of convenience of further study and for added emphasis. The final reversible ALU which has five control lines is shown in Figure 3 . The table 1 shows the selected operations resulting from the combinations of the control lines for the reversible ALU. However, what needs to emphasize is the number of control lines.
When looking from the outside, having five control lines to select among these nine operations may seem redundant, but we want to explain here that the purpose of designing the proposed ALU is to achieve the basic arithmetic and logic operation in a reversible way. Actually, when we extend the combinations of the control input data instructions in the proposed design, the extra operations like the bitwise inclusive-OR, increment operations and so on can be easily got. 
Conclusions

